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Item #

Item

Correction

The hot dog image and turkey image pictured with this set are
incorrect. These two images should be a ham and a sandwich. In
addition, the Bon Appétit sample card shows the incorrect turkey
image.

40

115944

Voilà a la Carte stamp set

48

115888

Thoughts & Prayers stamp set

60

115912

Bugs & Kisses stamp set

68

115924

Just Netball

80

115786

Dreams du Jour

This set was inadvertently labelled as a Two-Step Stampin’ set. This set is
not designed for use in two-step stamping.

98

115770

Cheep Talk stamp set

The small heart image pictured with the Good Friend stamp set actually
belongs to this set. The number of stamps in this set should be 11. The
rubber and label for this set are correct.
The small heart image pictured with this set doesn't actually belong to
the set. The Good Friend set is actually a set of 8 stamps and not 9. The
rubber and labels for this set are correct. The small heart image actually
belongs to the Cheep Talk stamp set on page 98.

This stamp set should be listed as double-mounted.
The small ant image is missing from this stamp set pictured in the
catalogue. This stamp set is actually a set of 11 stamps and not 10. The
rubber and label for this set are correct.
All the images pictured with this set are incorrect. The rubber and
label for this set are correct.

99

115816

Good Friend stamp set

109

116430

Trés Chic background stamp

The item number listed for this background stamp is incorrect. The
correct item number is 112298.

126

Various

In Color 5/8" striped grosgrain ribbon

The price listed for the 5/8" ribbon is incorrect. The price should be
$22.95. (The price listed for the ribbon is correct on page 150.)

128

Various

Bold Brights Classic Stampin' Pads

The price listed for the ink pads in this colour family is incorrect. The
price should be $13.95.

129

Various

Rich Regals Classic Stampin' Pads

The price listed for the ink pads in this colour family is incorrect. The
price should be $13.95.

129

Various

Soft Subtles Classic Stampin' Pads

The price listed for the ink pads in this colour family is incorrect. The
price should be $13.95.

130

Various

Linen Post Albums

The photo shown for the Naturals Linen album is incorrect. This photo
shows a D-ring album, but it's only available as a post-bound album.

131

111882

Love Notes

The item number, item name, and price listed for the Love Notes are
incorrect. The correct item number is 111861, the correct item name is
Love Notes, and the correct price is $16.25.

142

116808

2U Card Elements & More

145

Various

Sticky Cuts and glitter assortments

146

112084

On Board Loads of Letters

149

109108 and
109128

Build-A-Brad

151

Various

5/8" grosgrain ribbon

151

Various

Taffeta Ribbon

The width of the Taffeta Ribbon is listed incorrectly. The correct width is
1 cm.

151

105447

Clear Buttons

The size of the smallest clear button is listed incorrectly. The correct size
is 1.9 cm.

152

107590

Designer Label punch

The price listed for this punch is incorrect. The price should be $35.95.

158

11258

Nursery Letters jumbo wheel

The Riding Hood Red Classic Stampin' Spot listed with this item is
incorrect. The correct spot is Ruby Red.
In the description at the top of the page we incorrectly list that beads
are included in the products on this page. Beads are not part of the
Sticky Cuts and glitter assortments which we offer.
The item name listed is incorrect. It should be On Board Loads of
Letters.
The description incorrectly says to punch a 1.2 cm circle to build your
own brad. The correct punch to use is a 1.3 cm punch.
The length of the ribbon is listed incorrectly. It should be 13.7 m.

The item number listed is incorrect. The item number should be
111258.
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Price

3/16” (4.7 mm) Corner Rounder Punch

$15.95
1

